
PSHE – Gender and Stereotypes
Year Four

Gender in society

What is a stereotype?

What is gender?

Challenging Stereotypes

Session 1 Session 2

Session 3 Session 4
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Session 1 – What do we mean by gender?

Can you tell someone’s gender by looking at them?

You might say your gender is a boy or girl but its 

more than that.
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Match the statements to 

the child:

• Wants to be an engineer

• Likes to wear purple

• Loves football

• Is scared of spiders

• Has neat handwriting

• Is gentle and caring

• Climbs trees

• Enjoys ballet
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Mark Lucy



Each statement could have been matched to 

Mark or Lucy.

This is because everyone expresses their gender in a unique and 

personal way, this could be the clothes you wear, the interests you 

have and your ambitions.

We are all individuals and should not feel pressured to fit in with 

other people’s ideas.
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Session 2 – Gender in society
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Look at each of these images:

What are they saying about boys and girls?

Do you agree with the messages they are 

giving about boys and girls?
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Use this link to find out more about toys 

and stereotypes:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/46530419

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/46530419


Session 3- What is a stereotype?

Can you think of any other examples of gender stereotypes?
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Use the links to find out more:

Olivia making a stand for girls in football

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/50226599

On your toes: How these boys keep up dance

practise in lockdown

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/52729576

‘Harmful’ gender stereotypes in adverts banned

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/48633688

Why do shops divide products for boys and girls?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/46530419

Challenging Gender Stereotypes
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/50226599
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/52729576
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/48633688
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/46530419


Session 4 – Making a change

Stereotypes can limit our choices because we can feel 

under pressure to fit in. 

How would you respond?
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Boys are 

stronger 

than girls.

Girls are 

best at 

dance.

Only boys 

can play with 

action toys.

Only girls 

should wear 

pink.



Just because …
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The writer of this poem 

challenges stereotypes.

At the end of each line 

she celebrates 

something positive 

about herself.

Focus carefully on 

stanza three, use it to 

write your own poem 

which challenges gender 

stereotypes.
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Just because …
Just because I am  …..
Doesn’t mean I …
Doesn’t mean I  …
Doesn’t mean I …
I am …

Just because I am  …..
Doesn’t mean I …
Doesn’t mean I  …
Doesn’t mean I …
I am …

We would love to see some examples of your poems, please take a 

photo and send it to us!



Books linked to the theme:
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